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Introduction

Over the last decade, crowdsourcing has been used to harness the power of human computation to solve
tasks that are notoriously difficult to solve with computers alone, such as determining whether or not an
image contains a tree, rating the relevance of a website, or verifying the phone number of a business.
The machine learning community was early to embrace crowdsourcing as a tool for quickly and inexpensively obtaining the vast quantities of labeled data needed to train machine learning systems. For example,
in their highly influential paper, Snow et al. [59] used crowdworkers to annotate linguistic data for common
natural language processing tasks such as word sense disambiguation and affect recognition. Similar ideas
were applied to problems like annotating medical images [53] and discovering and labeling image attributes
or features [51, 52, 73]. This simple idea—that crowds could be used to generate training data for machine
learning algorithms—inspired a flurry of algorithmic work on how to best elicit and aggregate potentially
noisy labels [15, 23, 28–30, 42, 58, 67, 71, 72], and is probably what many people in the machine learning
community think of when they think of crowdsourcing.
In the majority of this work, it is assumed that once collected, the labeled data is handed off to a machine
learning algorithm for use in training a model. This handoff is typically where the interaction with the crowd
ends. The idea is that the learned model should be able to make autonomous predictions or actions. In other
words, the crowd provides the data, but the ultimate goal is to eventually take humans out of the loop.
This might lead one to ask: What other problems could the crowd solve?
In the first half of this tutorial, I will showcase innovative uses of crowdsourcing that go far beyond the
collection of labeled data. These fall into three basic categories:
• Direct applications to machine learning. For example, the crowd can be used to evaluate machine
learning models [9], cluster data [18, 62], and debug the large and complex machine learning models
used in fields like computer vision and speech recognition [46, 47, 50].
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• Hybrid intelligence systems. These “human in the loop” AI systems leverage the complementary
strengths of humans and machines in order to achieve more than either could achieve alone. While
the study of hybrid intelligence systems is relatively new, there are already compelling examples that
suggest their great potential for applications like real-time on-demand closed captioning of day-to-day
conversations [35–38, 48], “communitysourced” conference planning [3, 12, 32], and crowd-powered
writing and editing [5, 31, 33, 56, 64].
• Large scale studies of human behavior online. Crowdsourcing is gaining popularity among social
scientists who use platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk to quickly and easily recruit large pools
of subjects for survey-based research and behavioral experiments. Such experiments can benefit computer science too. With the rise of social computing, computer scientists can no longer ignore the
effects of human behavior when reasoning about the performance of computer systems. Experiments
allow us to better model things like how humans perceive security threats Ur et al. [65], understand
numbers [4], and react to annoying advertisements [16], which leads to better designed algorithms
and systems.
Viewed through another lens, we can think of these three categories of applications as illustrating the potential of crowdsourcing to influence machine learning, AI systems more broadly, and finally, all of computer
science (and even fields beyond computer science).
In the second half of the tutorial, I will talk about one of the most obvious and important yet often overlooked
aspects of crowdsourcing: The crowd is made of people.
I will dive into recent research aimed at understanding who crowdworkers are, how they behave, and what
this should teach us about best practices for interacting with the crowd.
I’ll start by debunking the common myth among machine learning researchers that crowdsourcing platforms
are riddled with bad actors out to scam requesters. In particular, I’ll describe the results of a research study
that showed that crowdworkers on the whole are basically honest [61].
I’ll talk about experiments that have explored how to boost the quality and quantity of crowdwork by appealing to both well-designed monetary incentives (such as performance-based payments [22, 24, 68, 69])
and intrinsic sources of motivation (such as piqued curiosity [39] or a sense of meaning [8, 54]).
I’ll then discuss recent research—both qualitative [19] and quantitative [70]—that has opened up the black
box of crowdsourcing to uncover that crowdworkers are not independent contractors, but rather a network
with a rich communication structure.
Taken as a whole, this research has a lot to teach us about how to most effectively interact with the crowd.
Throughout this part of the tutorial I’ll discuss best practices for engaging with crowdworkers that are rarely
mentioned in the literature but make a huge difference in whether or not your research studies will succeed.
(Here’s a few hints: Be respectful. Be responsive. Be clear.)
Crowdsourcing has the potential for major impact on the way we design, test, and evaluate machine learning
and AI systems, but to unleash this potential we need more creative minds exploring novel ways to use it.
This tutorial is intended to inspire you to find novel ways of using crowdsourcing in your own research and
to provide you with the resources you need to avoid common pitfalls when you do.
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The Potential of Crowdsourcing

In the first half of this tutorial, I will walk through a wide range of innovative applications of crowdsourcing
that go beyond the collection of data. I’m using the term “crowdsourcing” very generally here to encompass
both paid and volunteer crowdwork, done by experts or nonexperts, on any general or specialized crowdsourcing platform. At this point, I want to avoid committing to any specific definition of what crowdsourcing
is and suggest that you interpret it in the broadest sense.

2.1

Direct Applications to Machine Learning

Since most people here are machine learning researchers, let me start by describing a few direct applications
of crowdsourcing to machine learning.

2.1.1

Crowdsourcing Labels and Features

While I won’t dwell on it, I’d be remiss to avoid mentioning the application that first got the machine learning
community excited about crowdsourcing: generation of labeled data. The way that this usually works is that
crowdworkers are presented with unlabeled data instances (such as websites or images) and are asked to
supply labels (for instance, a binary label indicating whether or not the website contains profanity or a list
of keywords describing the content of the image). Since the supplied labels can be noisy, the same instances
may be presented to multiple crowdworkers and the workers’ responses combined [15, 23, 28–30, 42, 58,
67, 71, 72]. This approach has been applied to collect data for natural language processing [59], computer
vision [53], and many other fields. One of the behavioral studies I’ll discuss later uses crowdsourced data
labeling as a first step in a more complex experiment.
Crowdsourcing can also be used to identify and subsequently label diverse sets of salient features [73] such
as attributes of images [51, 52]. The advantage of using a crowd over automated techniques is the ability to
discover features that rely on knowledge and background experience unique to humans. For example, if a
data set consists of images of celebrities, a human might use their background knowledge to define features
such as “actor,” “politician,” or “married.”

2.1.2

Crowd Evaluation of Learned Models

One application of crowdsourcing that has really taken off in some segments of the machine learning community is the use of crowdsourcing to evaluate learned models. This is especially useful for unsupervised
models for which there is no objective notion of ground truth.
As an example, let’s think about topic models. A topic model discovers thematic topics from a set of
documents, for instance, New York Times articles from the past year. In this context, a topic is a distribution
over words in a vocabulary. Every word in the vocabulary occurs in every topic, but with different probability
or weight. For example, a topic model might learn a food topic that places high weight on cheese, kale,
and bread, or a politics topic that places high weight on election, senate, and bill.
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Topic models are often used for data exploration and summarization. In order to be useful in these contexts,
the learned model should be human-interpretable in the sense that the topics it discovers should make sense
to people. However, human interpretability is hard to quantify, and as a result, topic models are often
evaluated based on other criteria such as predictive power.
Chang et al. [9] proposed using crowdsourcing as a way to measure the interpretability of a set of topics.
In particular, they designed a word intrusion task in which a crowdworker is presented with a randomly
ordered list of the most common words from a topic along with one intruder word that has low weight for
that topic but high weight for another topic. The worker is then asked to identify the intruder. If the topic
is coherent, then picking out the intruder should be easy (think {cheese, bread, steak, election,
mushroom, kale}). If not, the intruder would be harder to pick out. The average error that crowdworkers
make on this task can thus be used as a proxy for how interpretable or coherent topics are. Chang et al.
found that previous measures of success like high log likelihood of held out data do not necessarily imply
human interpretability.
As the idea of using crowdsourcing to evaluate topic models caught up, researchers also began thinking
about how to incorporate feedback from crowds to improve the model over time. For example, Hu et al. [26]
allow crowdworkers to suggest constraints capturing words that should be associated with the same topic
but are not, and then use these constraints to improve the model.
Crowdsourcing has also been used, for instance, for evaluation of translations [7] and for relevance evaluation in information retrieval tasks [2].
2.1.3

Human Debugging of Machine Learning Models

In fields like computer vision, speech recognition, translation, and natural language processing, systems
often consist of several discrete components linked together to perform a complex task. For example, consider the problem of semantic segmentation which involves partitioning an image into multiple semantically
meaningful parts and labeling each part with a class. There are promising approaches to this problem that
use conditional random fields (CRFs) or other machine learning models to integrate feedback from independent components that perform various scene understanding tasks like object detection, scene recognition,
and segmentation.
If a system designer wants to improve performance, it is not always clear which component to focus attention
on. To solve this problem, Parikh and Zitnick [50] proposed the clever idea of human debugging, in which
humans are used to uncover bottlenecks in AI systems, and applied this idea to several problems in computer
vision.1
Human debugging helps identify which component in a system is the “weakest link.” The basic idea is
simple. To quantify how much an improvement to a particular component would benefit the system as a
whole, we could imagine replacing this component with something (close to) perfectly accurate and testing
how much the system improves. Since for many vision and language tasks human performance is an upper
bound on what we might expect from a machine, we could replace the component with a human instead.
Mottaghi et al. [46, 47] applied this idea in order to analyze the performance of a CRF that has been used
in the computer vision community for scene understanding. They replaced each component with crowd1

Kovashka et al. [34] have a recent survey of crowdsourcing applied to computer vision tasks.
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workers from the popular crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk and measured the change in
performance of both the component in isolation and the system as a whole.
One of their most interesting findings was that humans are actually less accurate than machines at one
particular task (classifying super-pixels) yet when human classifications were plugged into the CRF, the
system performance improved. This suggests that making fewer mistakes classifying super-pixels is not
enough. Rather it is more important that the classifier makes the right kind of mistakes. This kind of
feedback helps designers know where to focus their effort.

2.1.4

Crowdsourcing Similarity Functions and Crowd Clustering

I’ll mention a couple of examples of recent work that showed how crowdsourcing can be applied to solve
unsupervised learning tasks like estimating some notion of object similarity or clustering objects.
Similarity matrices, which assign similarity scores to pairs of objects, are useful for exploratory data analysis, data visualization, clustering, or classification using kernel-based approaches such as support vector
machines. There are automated techniques for discovering similarities, but these can fail to uncover similarities that rely on specific semantic knowledge or experience that is unique to humans. Returning to the
previous example of a celebrity image data set, a human might consider background knowledge about a
celebrity’s profession or home country when determining how similar two celebrities are.
Tamuz et al. [62] considered the problem of estimating a similarity matrix over all pairs of n objects from
human judgments. They proposed an adaptive algorithm based on comparisons of triples which is able to
learn a similarity matrix with a relatively small number of human judgments. Using their approach, they
were able to answer questions like which necktie would be a good substitute for another, a task that would
perhaps be difficult for a machine without specialized human knowledge.
Around the same time, Gomes et al. [18] suggested an approach to the problem of crowd-based clustering
that involves presenting relatively small sets of objects to each member of the crowd and asking for a
clustering of these objects. These partial clusterings are then used to train a Bayesian model with the goal
of producing a full clustering over all objects.
For these applications, providing good instructions and clear guidance to workers is key. If the discovered
features or clusters are intended to be used towards a certain goal, communicating this goal to the crowd can
help them to identify the most salient aspects of the data on which to focus.
We will return to the idea of crowdsourced clustering later when we discuss hybrid intelligence systems.

2.2

Hybrid Intelligence Systems

A hybrid intelligence system2 is a “human in the loop” AI system made up of both human components and
machine components. These systems are designed to leverage the complementary strengths of humans and
machines with the hope of accomplishing more than would be possible using humans or machines alone.
I’ll next describe a couple of particularly compelling hybrid intelligence systems.
2
Other common terms include human-in-the-loop systems and mixed initiative systems. I believe I started using the phrase
hybrid intelligence after hearing it used by Ece Kamar [27].
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2.2.1

Hybrid Intelligence for Speech Recognition

Let me start with an example of a system that I really like that was built by Walter Lasecki, Jeff Bigham,
and colleagues [35–38, 48]. This system addresses the problem of closed captioning. Closed captioning
is something that can be done reasonably well using existing speech recognition techniques under ideal
circumstances, for example, when the voice recording is high quality and the system has been trained on
data from the particular speaker. It does not work as well on low quality audio, with novel speakers, with
speakers with heavy accents, or with language that contains a lot of technical jargon. For these scenarios,
the best results come from hiring a professional stenographer, but high quality stenographers can charge as
much as $200-$300 an hour and are not available on demand.
The question that these researchers asked is whether it would be possible to provide less expensive, real-time,
on-demand closed captioning to users who need help understanding lectures, meetings, or other day-to-day
conversations.
To achieve this, Lasecki et al. built a hybrid intelligence system that makes use of cutting edge techniques
from natural language processing and crowdsourcing. Here is the basic idea. When a user would like to
obtain closed captions, he starts recording. The audio is sent simultaneously to several crowdworkers. These
workers aren’t expected to be able to fully transcribe the speech, which is way too fast to transcribe on a
normal keyboard. Instead, each worker transcribes sentence fragments. The system adjusts the speed and
volume of the speech to focus each worker’s attention on distinct overlapping components. The system
then uses language models and AI techniques to combine the workers’ text into one complete and coherent
stream that is delivered back to the user with a delay of only a couple seconds.
If the crowdworkers are domain experts—for example, work study students generating closed captions for
a technical math or science class—the system would be capable of capturing all of the jargon that is hard to
get right using traditional automated closed captioning systems.
I like this example because it’s a system that is really able to take advantage of the complementary strengths
of people and of machines to achieve high quality results.
It is also an example of a broader phenomenon of using crowdsourcing to compensate for poor AI in the
short term. Maybe one day the AI will be good enough for personalized closed captioning with low quality
audio, but using the crowd allows us to achieve this faster.

2.2.2

Hybrid Intelligence for Constrained Optimization

The next hybrid system I want to discuss is Cobi3 [3, 12, 32], a system for conference planning. Cobi is
based on the idea of communitysourcing: it draws on the specialized expertise of people within a research
community to plan out conference schedules.
The team that developed Cobi is part of the CHI community. CHI is a huge conference. In 2013, the year
that Cobi was deployed, it accepted around 400 papers which were to be presented in 16 parallel tracks.
Scheduling talks for this many papers is a huge feat. The organizers would like to minimize conflicts
between sessions so that participants can see all of the talks they’re interested in. Essentially they want to
3
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solve one big constrained optimization problem, but without direct access to the constraints—in this case,
the overlap of interest in different papers and attendees’ preferences more generally.
Cobi was designed to efficiently collect this information from the community. It includes individual components that elicit preferences, hard and soft constraints, and similarity judgments. Using this information,
it provides an interface backed by optimization tools that chairs can use to fine tune the schedule to satisfy
as many constraints as possible and produce something coherent.
As one example of how the crowd is used, authors are presented with lists of papers that are potentially
related to theirs and asked for judgments about which papers belong in the same session and which papers
should not be scheduled at the same time. Authors are motivated to provide this information because it is in
their own best interest for their talk to land in a coherent session without any major timing conflicts. When
Cobi was used at CHI, the authors of 87% of accepted submissions opted to provide feedback.
Where do the lists of potentially related papers come from? This is where the crowdsourced similarity
judgments come in. In fact, the designers of Cobi treat this as a clustering problem and solve it using crowd
clustering techniques like the ones we discussed earlier.
I want to stress that the conference chairs always maintain control, so in addition to the constraints coming
from the community, they are able to use their own specialized knowledge to reason about tradeoffs between
constraints and make sure the resulting schedule is sensible on the whole.

2.2.3

Hybrid Intelligence for Writing

Let me move on to another application: writing [56, 64]. Over the last few years, multiple hybrid intelligence
systems have been introduced that aim to utilize crowd workers to speed up and improve the quality of
writing. These include Soylent [5], Crowdforge [33], and Mechanical Novel [31], among others.
When I first heard about this work, I was skeptical. I can be a bit of a control freak about writing, as any of
my coauthors will tell you. Would I really trust a crowd to be involved in the writing process? Would the
final product be coherent? And doesn’t writing require the unique knowledge and insight of the author?
Before I get into the details of how a hybrid intelligence system for writing might work, let’s step back
and take a moment to think about the process of writing. I recently saw a talk by Jaime Teevan from
Microsoft Research that changed the way that I think about it. Teevan is an advocate of what she calls
“selfsourcing” [63]. Selfsourcing takes one of the primary principles of crowdsourcing—breaking a large
task into many bitesize microtasks, each of which can be completed in isolation—and applies it to our
every-day attempts to get work done.
Teevan and her collaborators argue [64] that writing is most effectively done as a three-step process:
1. Collect content. Often the most difficult part of writing is getting started. All of us have had the
experience of staring at a blank screen trying to figure out where to begin. The writing process is
much easier if we start off with a more manageable and less intimidating task, such as generating short
bursts of content. This content can be on the level of individual ideas that we’d like to communicate,
and we can generate these ideas over time whenever they come to us.
2. Organize content. Once these ideas have been generated and we’re no longer staring at a blank
7

screen, we can try to organize this content. This can involve first clustering the content by theme and
then sorting the clusters in a logical order.
3. Turn content into writing. Next, we can begin the actual writing by turning each cluster of ideas into
a coherent paragraph or section. Once this has been done, we find ourselves with a full draft, which
we can edit, polish, and finalize as usual.
So far I’ve been talking about a single author completing each of these steps in isolation, but this doesn’t
have to be the case. The same process could easily be completed by a set of collaborators who independently
generate initial ideas, organize content, and turn clusters of content into writing.
Taking it one step further, some of these steps—organizing content, turning content into initial paragraphs of
text, perhaps some of the editing that follows—do not need to be completed by someone who is an expert on
the topic. It is easy to imagine that these could be completed by crowdworkers, traditional machine learning
or AI approaches, or some combination of the two. It’s not important that these steps are done perfectly,
because the author will still be involved in the final editing pass. This is the type of hybrid intelligence
system that Teevan and her collaborators envision.

2.2.4

Hybrid Intelligence for Information Aggregation

The next example, combinatorial prediction markets [1, 21], is one that I’ve been working on actively myself
for many years.
A prediction market is a financial market in which traders can buy or sell securities with payoffs that are
linked to future events. For example, in an election market, traders might buy or sell a security that is worth
$1 if a particular candidate wins and nothing otherwise. If you believe that the probability of this candidate
winning is x and you want to maximize your expected payoff, then you should be willing to buy this security
at any price less than $x, since with probability x you get $1. Similarly, you should be willing to sell at any
price greater than $x. For this reason, we can think of the current market price of this security as capturing
traders’ collective beliefs about how likely it is that the candidate will win the election.
How is a prediction market an example of hybrid intelligence? Well, consider a prediction market for a
United States Presidential election. What if we wanted to allow traders to express more complicated information than just the probability that a particular candidate will win the general election? To achieve the best
possible aggregation of information, we might like to allow traders to express more specialized information
such as the probability that a Democrat wins in North Carolina or the probability that a Republican wins in
at least one of Ohio and Pennsylvania.
There are several challenges that arise. First, if we allow traders to construct arbitrary securities, there will
be a liquidity problem. If a trader has highly specialized information, it will be difficult for her to find a
counterparty to trade with. This problem can be solved by implementing the market using an automated
market maker, a centralized algorithmic agent that is always willing to buy and sell any security at some
price which typically depends on the history of trade [21]. However, with large and complex security space,
it is computationally hard for a market maker to maintain coherent prices and keep its loss bounded [10].
Using techniques from convex optimization, we can design market makers that generate coherent prices
(and therefore coherent predictions) over large outcome spaces while maintaining bounded monetary loss
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for the market maker [1]. This gives us an algorithmic way to aggregate even the most specialized beliefs
and information of traders.

2.2.5

Hybrid Intelligence Systems in Industry

I’ve chosen to focus on hybrid intelligence systems that have come out of the research community, but
it’s worth mentioning that human-in-the-loop systems are widely used in industry as well. To name just
a few examples, Stitch Fix, which provides personalized style recommendations, trains machine learning
algorithms to suggest items that a user might like and then sends the output of these algorithms to a human
expert to curate and pare down.4 Twitter employs contract workers to interpret search terms that suddenly
spike in meaning, often due to recent mentions in the media or pop culture that an algorithm trained on
stale data would miss.5 PatternEx uses machine learning to identify suspicious activity that could indicate
a security threat. This suspicious activity is then examined by a human, who determines whether there is a
real attack, and the human’s feedback is used to improve the system.6

2.3

Large Scale Studies of Human Behavior Online

Let’s zoom out one more time and consider how crowdsourcing can benefit the larger computer science
community.
Over the last few years, social scientists have increasingly turned to crowdsourcing platforms to recruit
subjects to complete surveys and participate in behavioral experiments that traditionally would have been
run in labs on campus. Crowdsourcing provides easy access to large and diverse pools of subjects and
studies have shown that classic results from psychology and behavioral economics can be replicated by
these crowdworkers [25, 49]. Crowdsourcing also allows faster iteration between the development of new
theories and experimentation, allowing researchers to speed up their overall research process [44].
And while I won’t focus on it so much for this tutorial, crowdsourcing allows researchers to push the
boundaries of experiment design by recruiting larger pools of subjects and interacting with subjects over
longer time horizons than would be possible in a traditional lab setting. (See, for example, the recent work
of Andrew Mao and colleagues who examined what happened when 94 subjects each played 400 ten-round
games of Prisoners Dilemma over the course of a month [43], an order of magnitude more than prior work.)
At the same time, computer scientists have begun to take more interest in conducting behavioral experiments
and survey research of their own. With the increasing prevalence of social computing and other systems that
depend on large scale human participation, it is not a good idea for computer scientists to ignore human
behavior. By running experiments to develop better models of human behavior, we are able to design better
algorithms and better social computing systems.
In this section, I’ll discuss a few examples of ways in which crowdsourcing has been used to conduct
different types of user studies and human subject experiments online.
4
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2.3.1

Human Behavior and Security

I’ll start with a simple example of a survey-based study.
It is widely known that Internet users have a tendency to choose overly predictable passwords. However,
there has been relatively little research aimed at understanding how well users understand the security or
predictability of the passwords they choose.
Ur et al. [65] used Mechanical Turk to conduct a study on user perception of password security. They
surveyed crowdworkers to find out, for example, how these workers perceived the security of different
password generation strategies and what each worker’s mental model of an attacker is.
As an example, in one component of their study, they showed each worker pairs of passwords and asked the
worker which was more secure. To evaluate these assessments, they compared them with a gold standard
obtained by looking at the number of guesses that it would take for a modern password-cracking program to
guess each password and calling one password more secure than another if the number of guesses required
to crack it is more than an order of magnitude larger. They observed that many of their participants overestimated the benefit of replacing letters with numbers or symbols, incorrectly rating p@ssw0rd as more
secure than pAsswOrd. They also underestimated the risk of including common keyboard patterns (e.g.,
qwertyuiop).

2.3.2

Human Behavior and the Communication of Numbers

The news is filled with numbers that are notoriously difficult to understand. Is a one hundred billion dollar
cut to the United States federal budget large or small? It certainly sounds like a lot of money, but how does it
compare with overall federal spending? To reason about the impact of such a budget cut, it may help to know
that one hundred billion dollars is roughly 3% of the 2015 federal budget, or about a sixth of the amount
that the United States spends annually on the military. It’s also about 30% of the net worth of Beyoncé or
about $5 for every person in New York State.
Barrio, Goldstein, and Hofman [4] used crowdsourcing to test whether people’s understanding of numbers
could be improved through the use of such perspectives.
The first step was to generate useful perspectives. To do this, they extracted 64 quotes containing measurements from recent New York Times front page articles. They asked crowdworkers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk to generate perspectives for these quotes using a specialized template. To determine which perspectives were the most useful, they had other crowdworkers rate their usefulness. Finally they extracted the
most useful perspectives according to these ratings. Here are a few examples:
The Ohio National Guard brought 33,000 gallons of drinking water to the region, while volunteers handed out bottled water at distribution centers set up at local high schools.
To put this into perspective, 33,000 gallons of water is about equal to the amount of water it
takes to fill 2 average swimming pools.
They also recommended safety programs for the nations gun owners; Americans own almost
300 million firearms.
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To put this into perspective, 300 million firearms is about 1 firearm for every person in the
United States.
Barrio and his collaborators used these top rated perspectives in a sequence of experiments designed to test
whether perspectives increased three different proxies of numerical comprehension: recall, estimation, and
error detection. For example, in the recall experiments, crowdworkers were randomly assigned to view news
quotes either with or without an added perspective. After viewing the quotes, they were distracted with a
quick game of Tetris, and then asked to recall the numbers from the quotes that they had viewed.
They authors found support for the benefits of perspectives across all experiments. As one example, 55%
of participants who viewed the corresponding perspective were able to recall the number of firearms in the
United States, while only 40% of those who viewed the quote without the perspective were able to do so.
This project is a user study, but it also hints at the possibility of building a hybrid intelligence system that
could automatically extract numerical values from news articles and use the crowd to generate the most
salient perspectives to display with each one in order to strengthen readers’ comprehension.

2.3.3

Human Behavior and Online Advertising

The last example that I want to mention is some particularly creative work by Dan Goldstein and colleagues [16, 17] who used crowdsourcing to try to answer a high-impact business question. Publishers on
the Internet display banner ads on their websites to generate profit. Some of these ads are clearly more
annoying than others. What Goldstein and his colleagues asked is whether displaying these annoying ads is
costing publishers money, and if so, whether it is possible to quantify how much money it is costing.
Their experiment involved two steps, both of which used crowdsourcing.
The goal of the first step was to identify some examples of good and bad ads. To do this, they presented
workers on Mechanical Turk with ads and had the crowd rate how annoying each ad was. This is basically just a labeling task and is a fairly standard use of Mechanical Turk. Aggregating these ratings across
crowdworkers, they produced lists of the most annoying and least annoying banner ads.
The results are essentially what you would expect. The good ads are relatively clean and unoffensive, ads
that you could perhaps ignore. The bad ads are a bit more... in your face.
In the second step, they performed an experiment aimed at estimating how much (monetary) value or utility
web users get from not being exposed to these annoying ads. They gave crowdworkers what looks like a
normal crowdsourcing task, labeling email from the Enron email database as either spam or not spam. Next
to each email, they showed either no ad, an ad that was determined to be good in step 1, or an ad that was
determined to be annoying. They also varied how much they paid users for labeling each email. Workers
could label as many emails as they wanted and would see a new ad each time, but always an ad of the same
type. By looking at the number of emails that workers chose to classify in each treatment, Goldstein and his
colleagues were able to estimate how much more money it would be necessary to pay workers to get them
to perform the same number of classification tasks when exposed to bad ads as opposed to good ads or no
ads at all. From that, they were able to estimate how much publishers lose by showing bad ads.
I won’t go into detail on how exactly they came up with these numbers, though I would highly encourage
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you to look at paper if you’re interested. I’ll just mention the key takeaways. First, displaying good ads
doesn’t hurt publishers too much, in the sense that workers only chose to classify slightly fewer emails with
good ads compared to no ads at all.
However, displaying annoying ads hurts a lot. Goldstein et al. estimated that they would have to pay about
$1 extra to generate 1000 views using a bad ad compared with a good ad or no ad, which is extremely
expensive for banner ads. In other words, publishers are likely losing money by displaying annoying ads
unless they are charging these advertisers significantly more.

3

The Crowd Is Made of People

Bear with me while I take a moment to state the obvious: You know this “crowd” that we’ve been discussing?
It’s made up of people. And that’s actually important to understand if you want to incorporate crowdsourcing
into your own research.
Suppose that you would like to build your own hybrid intelligence system. Traditional computer science
techniques allow us to reason about the performance of traditional computer systems. But what happens
when the computer system is augmented with human computation? How can we analyze running time,
scalability, or correctness? How do we predict the impact of our design decisions or optimize the system’s
performance when there are humans in the loop?
In order to do this, we need to have in mind a model of how the humans in the system are likely to behave.
Are they mostly honest or will they cheat you if they can? Do they respond rationally to financial incentives?
If we make unrealistic assumptions about the people who make up this system, then the system might not
behave as we intended, so it’s crucial to base our models on how people actually behave.7
What if you want to use crowdsourcing to generate training data, evaluate your machine learning model, or
debug a machine learning system? Understanding the crowd is important here too. It can help you answer
questions like how much you should pay for your task and how much you need to worry about spam. As
we’ll see, it also has implications about the independence of crowdworkers’ responses, something that it’s
crucial to think about when studying human behavior too.
More broadly, understanding the crowd can help anyone who wants to use crowdsourcing do so more effectively. It can teach you how to set up the right payment structure for your tasks, how and why to communicate
effectively, how to attract more people to your tasks, and how to avoid all sorts of common pitfalls.
In the second half of this tutorial, I will explore a series of studies aimed at understanding who the crowd is,
what motivates them, and how they behave. Taken together, the results of these studies yield recommendations of best practices to follow when working with the crowd.
While many of the takeaways and lessons learned apply equally well to other crowdsourcing platforms,8
most of the research I’ll discuss in this section is looking specifically at workers on one particular platform,
7

This is highly related to an agenda that my colleagues and I have been pushing within the theory community for the last few
years. If you’re interested, take a look at a review article on the topic which appears in this month’s CACM [11] or at the websites of
the recent CCC Workshop on Theoretical Foundations for Social Computing and HCOMP Workshop on Mathematical Foundations
of Human Computation.
8
https://www.quora.com/Are-there-any-similar-services-to-Amazon-Mechanical-Turk
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Amazon Mechanical Turk. Amazon Mechanical Turk is a platform for crowdsourcing microtasks that has
become popular within the research community. On Mechanical Turk, task requesters post small-scale
human intelligence tasks (referred to within the Turk community as “HITs”) along with the amount of
money that they are willing to pay. Workers can then browse the set of tasks available and choose the tasks
they want to work on.

3.1

Crowdworker Demographics

Over the years there have been several studies published which examine the demographics of workers on
Mechanical Turk. I’m not going to spend a lot of time talking about these, but will mention a couple of
statistics to give you a sense of the worker pool. These come from MTurk Tracker,9 a project aimed at
tracking the demographics of Mechanical Turk over time by continually releasing tasks containing demographic surveys on Mechanical Turk to obtain up-to-date information about workers [13]. While there are
some potential problems with this approach (for instance, not all workers on Mechanical Turk choose to do
surveys, so this is perhaps a better reflection of the population of workers who do survey work), the results
are more or less in line with other studies.
According to the MTurk Tracker data:
• Somewhere around 70-80% of Mechanical Turk workers are from the United States, while about 1020% are from India, but the breakdown of workers varies significantly throughout the day. The prevalence of workers from the U.S. and India makes sense because Mechanical Turk offers payment only
in U.S. dollars, Indian rupees, or Amazon credit.
• The breakdown between male and female workers is fairly close to even, though it varies a bit by
country.
• For crowdworkers in the U.S., the (self-reported) median household income is in the range of $40K$60K, which is in line with the median U.S. household income. The median for Indian workers is less
than $15K, with many Indian workers reporting a household income of less than $10K per year.

3.2

Spammers Aren’t That Big of a Problem

A typical machine learning paper on the topic of aggregating labels from a crowd most likely includes
a couple of reasons why the labels collected might be incorrect. In particular, it probably mentions the
common notion that crowdsourcing platforms are riddled with spammers who try to cheat the system to
make money. Do spammers and bots exist on real crowdsourcing platforms? Of course they do; this is the
Internet after all. But most evidence suggests that they are not nearly as widespread as one might think and
that the majority of crowdworkers are trying to do good work.
Sid Suri and colleagues [61] ran a study a few years back to test how honest the population of crowdworkers
on Mechanical Turk actually are. Their study used a trick from the behavioral economics literature that
allowed them to measure how trustworthy workers are on the whole even without being able to detect
individual lies.
9
http://www.behind-the-enemy-lines.com/2015/04/demographics-of-mechanical-turk-now.
html
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The idea is simple. Each worker was asked to roll a die (or simulate rolling a die on an external website)
and report the value of her roll, a random number between 1 and 6. For completing this task, the worker
received a base payment of $0.25 plus a bonus of $0.25 times her roll. For example, if a worker reported
rolling a 4, she would receive a total payment of $1.25. Total payments were therefore between $0.50 and
$1.75. Workers knew that there was no way for the requester to verify the outcomes of their rolls.
If all workers followed the instructions and honestly reported their rolls, we’d expect the mean of the rolls
reported to be close to 3.5. What Suri and his colleagues observed was not so far off from this. The mean of
the rolls reported by the 175 participants who took part in the study was 3.91. It appears that on the whole,
workers had a tendency to overreport rolls of 5 and 6 and underreport rolls of 1 and 2, but this misreporting
was far from universal, even in this extreme case in which workers had a risk-free way to directly benefit
from being dishonest.
The authors of this work also tested whether increasing the ability of the requester to detect cheating would
lead to higher levels of honesty. They conducted a variant of the die rolling experiment in which each
worker was asked to report the results of thirty independent die rolls. This time, each worker received a base
payment of $0.25 plus the sum of their reported die rolls, for a total payment between $0.55 and $2.05.
This time around, the mean reported role of the 232 participants was 3.57—still statistically significantly
higher than the expected mean of 3.5, but significantly closer too. Examining the individual behavior of the
subjects, only 3 of the 232 were found to have an average report significantly greater than we’d expect if
they were honest, and only 1 chose to maximally game the system by always reporting 6.
These results are encouraging overall, but even if malicious workers are rare, it is still necessary to take
precautions to avoid being scammed. Despite our best efforts, when we ran the communication network
experiment I’ll discuss a little later, we ended up paying one particularly devious worker more than six
hundred times after he or she devised a complicated trick to exploit a bug in our system in order to submit
work more than once. Mason and Suri [44] mention a similar incident.
Takeaways and Related Best Practices:
• Most workers are honest most of the time. Most of them are trying to do a good job.
• Despite this, you should still use care to avoid attacks. Even if most workers are honest, this is the
Internet and scammers do exist.

3.3

Monetary Incentives

Next we’ll turn our attention to the question of what motivates crowdworkers, and how both monetary
incentives and intrinsic motivation can be used to improve the quantity and quality of crowdwork.
When researchers first started incorporating crowdsourcing into their work, a big part of the appeal was
access to inexpensive data. Over time, the general viewpoint on this has shifted a bit. More emphasis
has been placed on the ethical considerations of online labor markets and the importance of paying a fair
wage. Many crowdworkers rely on the money they earn on Mechanical Turk to make ends meet. While
crowdworkers are considered contractors and therefore are not covered by minimum wage laws, paying at
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least minimum wage is the decent thing to do. It is good for you as a requester too, since it helps you
maintain better relationships with workers, a point we will return to later.
When I’ve asked my colleagues in the human computation community how to set payments, I’ve heard the
following tip: Ask your colleagues or students to complete your task or give your task to a small number of
crowdworkers in order to calculate an estimate of how long it takes to complete. Use that estimate to make
sure that workers receive the equivalent of the United States minimum wage (or higher).
Beyond being the decent thing to do, it is natural to ask whether paying more can improve the quality
of crowdwork. I’ll talk a bit about some of my own research here, focusing specifically on the impact of
performance-based payments on the quality of crowdwork [24]. Performance-based payments are payments
that reward crowdworkers for higher quality work. Most commonly, a worker is offered some base payment
(in the examples I discuss, this will be $0.50, which we chose using the technique I mentioned above) just
for completing a task with the opportunity to earn a bonus payment (say, an additional $1) for submitting
work that the requester judges to be good. These types of bonuses are fairly common on platforms like
Mechanical Turk.
When my collaborators and I began investigating performance-based payments, the literature on the effects
of payments in crowdsourcing markets was a bit confusing and in some cases seemed to contradict itself.
There was work showing that paying higher amounts increases the quantity of crowdsourced work, but not
the quality [6, 41, 45, 54]. There was work showing that performance-based payments improve quality [22,
69] and other work showing that performance-based payments do not improve quality [57]. Finally there
was work suggesting, perhaps surprisingly, that when performance-based payments are used, the quality of
work does not depend on the size of bonus payments [68].
To make sense of and expand on these results, we set out to run a sequence of experiments with the goal of
uncovering when, why, and on which tasks performance-based payments lead to higher quality. I’ll describe
a few of our experiments and the main take-away messages from our work. I’m going to spend a bit of extra
time on this example because, in addition to telling us something about worker incentives, it also serves as
a more detailed example of a behavioral experiment run on Mechanical Turk.
The first experiment we ran was a warm-up experiment to verify for ourselves that performance-based
payments can indeed lead to higher-quality crowdwork on some task. At the same time, we wanted to test a
hypothesis we had that even when a requester is not explicitly offering a bonus for high quality work, there
may be a kind of implicit performance-based payment effect on workers. What do I mean by this? Well,
on Mechanical Turk, work is not automatically accepted. While this doesn’t often occur, a requester always
has the opportunity to reject poor quality work and refuse payment. If a worker thinks her work is likely to
be rejected if it is not high enough quality, then she may act as if payments are performance-based even if
they’re not.
For this experiment, we posted a proofreading task. We showed workers a block of text in which we had
inserted a total of 20 common English-language typos. The block of text was an image so workers couldn’t
simply copy it and run it through a spellcheck. We chose this task because it had a few useful properties.
First, quality was easily measurable since we inserted the typos ourselves. Second, we suspected that if
workers exerted more effort it would lead to better results, which we guessed would make performancebased payments more effective. (I’ll say more about this in a moment.)
We offered a base payment of $0.50 and a bonus of $1. We considered three bonus treatments: one in which
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there was no bonus and no mention of a bonus, one in which all workers automatically received the bonus
just for accepting the task, and one in which workers received the bonus only if they found at least 75% of
the typos found by other workers. We chose to use this type of relative threshold for the bonus because it
is something that could be implemented in practice without needing to know the total number of typos that
could be found. Additionally, we did not want to make it obvious to workers that we had inserted the typos
into the text ourselves and therefore knew how many there were. We chose an automatic bonus instead of a
larger base payment so that we could post the task only once with a fixed base of $0.50 and randomly assign
treatments after workers accepted the task.
To test the implicit performance-based pay hypothesis, we also considered two base treatments: one in
which we explicitly guaranteed that we would accept a worker’s work as long as she found at least one typo,
and a treatment in which no such guarantee was mentioned.
Our results have a few takeaways. First, as you might expect, guaranteeing payment hurts. In other words,
the implicit performance-based payment effect is real. Second, performance-based payments do indeed
improve performance on this task. Finally, on this task, simply paying more (that is, giving a bonus independent of quality, just for accepting the task) also improves the quality of work. This is somewhat
surprising at it contradicts what was observed in prior experiments. I will note, though, that while it led
to a similar improvement in quality, giving unconditional bonuses costs the requester a lot more than using
performance-based pay since the bonuses are awarded to everyone.
The next few experiments we ran were meant to test how sensitive this initial experiment was to the choice
of task and to the particular parameters we chose (in this case, payments and thresholds).
First, we asked whether the results are robust to different choices of threshold. For this experiment, we
varied what workers needed to do in order to receive the bonus payment. Our control had no bonus. We
considered treatments in which workers needed to find either 25%, 75%, or all of the typos found by other
workers to receive the bonus. Finally, we considered a treatment in which workers needed to find at least 5
typos total to receive the bonus.
There are a couple of interesting things to note. First performance-based payments led to high quality
work for a wide range of thresholds. This is good news since it means the quality improvement is not too
sensitive. Quality was slightly worse when we asked workers to identify all of the typos found by other
workers, perhaps because they were less confident that they would be able to achieve this goal and gave up.
Interestingly, it seems that making the threshold for payment uncertain leads to a big improvement. Since
we inserted 20 typos, 25% of the typos would be 5, but quality was much higher when we asked workers to
find 25%.
We additionally tested the effect of the bonus size. We found that as long as we offered a bonus that was big
enough, quality improved. Offering a very small bonus (in this case $0.05) actually led to a small apparent
decrease in performance, though this decrease is not statistically significant.
These results are especially interesting because they may explain some of the disparities in prior work. The
paper of Shaw et al. [57] that claimed that performance-based payments don’t improve quality used bonus
payments that were extremely small compared with the base, so perhaps they were just in the regime where
the payments were too small to help. On the other hand, the paper of Yin et al. [68] that noted that bonus
sizes don’t matter only considered bonuses that were relatively large compared with the base. We find, too,
that in this regime, there are not statistically significant differences in quality when we vary the bonus size.
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Finally, we wanted to understand what types of tasks are amenable to improvement from performance-based
payments. In particular, we wanted to test our theory that these payments work well on effort-responsive
tasks for which putting in more effort leads to higher quality. Surprisingly, when we tried to guess in advance which tasks would be effort-responsive, we were often wrong. To measure this more objectively, we
had workers perform various tasks and looked at the relationship between the time it took each worker to
complete the task and the worker’s quality. We found that tasks like proofreading and spotting differences in
images were effort-responsive, while handwriting recognition and audio transcription were not. Additionally, our experiments revealed that performance-based payments led to improved quality on proofreading
and spotting differences, but not the others. This suggests that whether a task is effort-responsive may indeed
play a role in whether quality can be improved using performance-based pay.
Takeaways and Related Best Practices:
• To be fair to workers, aim to pay at least the U.S. minimum wage. To figure out how much to pay,
pilot your task to get a sense of how long it takes to complete. Paying higher than minimum wage can
improve your relationship with workers.
• Performance-based payments can improve quality for effort-responsive tasks. If you aren’t sure if your
task is effort-responsive, try running a pilot to check the relationship between the time that workers
spend on the task and the quality of their work.
• To be effective, bonus payments should be large relative to the base payment. As long as your bonus
payment is large enough to make the reward salient, the precise amount doesn’t matter too much, nor
does the precise quality threshold a worker must meet to receive the bonus.

3.3.1

Intrinsic Motivation

Although Mechanical Turk is a paid crowdsourcing system, there have been several studies examining the
effect of intrinsic, non-monetary sources of motivation for crowdworkers who use the platform.
Chandler and Kapelner [8] showed that workers are more active when tasks are framed as meaningful. They
recruited workers on Mechanical Turk to label medical images. In one treatment, workers were told that
they were labeling tumor cells and that the results of their work would be used to assist medical researchers.
In the control, they were given no context for the task at all. In a third treatment, they were given no context
and additionally told that the labels they generated would not be recorded; that is, all of their work would be
discarded.
They found that when workers were told their work would benefit medical research, the quantity of work
that they produced increased compared with the control, but their work was not significantly more accurate.
On the other hand, when workers were told their work would be discarded, the quality of their work was
worse than the control, but the quantity of work produced was similar.
Similar effects were observed by Rogstadius et al. [54] who compared the behavior of workers who were
told they were performing work for a nonprofit organization “dedicated to saving lives by improving health
throughout the world” with workers told they were working for a for-profit pharmaceutical manufacturer.
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And of course, beyond paid crowdsourcing systems, the motivation to engage in meaningful work has been
a major driver in the success of citizen science platforms and other volunteer-based crowdsourcing systems
like the Zooniverse10 and Science at Home11 .
Recently, Edith Law, Ming Yin, and collaborators [39] examined the possibility of appealing to workers’
curiosity as a source of intrinsic motivation. Their work was inspired by the information gap theory of
curiosity, which suggests that when people are made aware that there is a gap in their knowledge, they
actively seek out the information needed to fill in this gap. They suggested several “curiosity interventions”
aimed at stoking workers’ curiosity. While some interventions increased worker productivity, there is some
subtlety in how to most effectively engage workers’ curiosity.
While I won’t go into detail, gamification [14, 66] has also proved useful as a source of intrinsic motivation
in both paid and unpaid crowdsourcing settings.
Takeaways and Related Best Practices:
• Crowdworkers produce more work when they know they are performing a meaningful task, but the
quality of their work might not improve.
• Gamification and attempts to stoke curiosity can also increase worker productivity.

3.4

The Communication Network Within The Crowd

There is another assumption about the crowd that people often make without even realizing it: that crowdworkers are independent. When researchers post a task on Mechanical Turk, they expect the responses they
receive from different workers to be uncorrelated, or even i.i.d.
Recent ethnographic studies have shown that this is not the case [19, 20]. Extensive interviews with crowdworkers have uncovered that it is common for workers to help each other with administrative overhead
(especially in India, where even figuring out how to receive payment can be nontrivial), share information about good tasks and reputable (or irreputable) task requesters, and more generally recreate the social
connections and social support that are missing from crowdwork. In other words, there is a hidden communication network behind websites like Mechanical Turk.
Last year, my collaborators Ming Yin, Sid Suri, Mary Gray, and I set out to quantify this hidden network in
order to better understand the scale and structure of the network and how is it used, focusing on Mechanical
Turk [70]. This is challenging because this network is not something that is accessible from an API or easily
scrapeable. A lot of the communication goes on offline, for example, through text messaging or even in
person. We needed to devise a way to map the network that would elicit as many “true” edges as possible
and avoid eliciting edges that are not real (meaning it would probably not be a good idea to just pay per edge
reported). We also needed a way to preserve workers’ privacy. This meant we could not simply ask workers
to report other workers’ Mechanical Turk IDs since Turk IDs are not anonymous [40].
10
11

https://www.zooniverse.org
https://www.scienceathome.org
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To do this, we created a web app, which we posted as a task on Mechanical Turk. When a worker accepted
the task, he was first asked to create a nickname for himself. He then filled out a brief demographic survey
and answered a couple of free-form questions about his experience on Mechanical Turk. These questions
were carefully selected based on the results of a pilot study in which we asked workers what they were most
interested in knowing about other workers on Mechanical Turk. We then asked the worker to pause and
swap nicknames with other workers he knows who had already completed the task or might be interested in
completing it. This process of swapping nicknames was how we constructed the network of communication.
Workers were also able to return and add more nicknames later. When a worker added a connection to
another worker, he was asked a few questions like how he usually communicates with this worker and what
they communicate about.
Finally, we gave the worker a chance to explore the partially constructed worker network, viewing the
network structure, basic information on all workers (including their answers to the questions from the pilot),
and more extensive information about those workers with whom they had exchanged nicknames.
So what does the worker network look like? In the time that we ran the experiment, 10,354 workers completed our task. Based on previous estimates of the number of active workers on Mechanical Turk during any
given period of time, we believe this is roughly a census of the worker population during that period [60].
These workers reported a total of 5,268 connections.
Roughly 13% of workers were connected to at least one other worker. On average these workers had 7.6
connections, and the maximum degree of any worker was 321. The largest connected component contained
994 workers, or about 72% of connected workers.
While workers reported communicating in many different ways, we found that the network was primarily
enabled by the use of forums. 90% of all edges were between pairs of workers who communicate via
forums, and 86% are between pairs who communicate exclusively through forums. These forums create
visible subcommunities in the network. Our analysis showed that these subcommunities differ in terms
of topological structure, dynamics, and the content of communication, with some acting more as social
communities and others more like broadcasting platforms.
We found that connected workers tended to find our task earlier. Additionally, connected workers were more
likely to have been active on Mechanical Turk longer and more likely to have achieved Mechanical Turk’s
Master level qualification. They also had a higher approval rate on average. While our experiment was
not sufficient to show any causal relationship between connectivity and success on Mechanical Turk, it is
consistent with the possibility that being connected has informational advantages to workers.
Takeaways and Related Best Practices:
• Forum usage is widespread on Mechanical Turk. You can think of forums as the virtual equivalent of
a “water cooler” for crowdworkers. Workers go to these forums to share information about good and
bad tasks and requesters.
• Engage with workers on forums. If you are a new requester, introduce yourself to the workers before
you post your first task. Even if you’re not new to Turk, posting information about your tasks on the
forums can be a good recruiting tool. (We posted a notification on the forum TurkerNation when we
were ready to launch the preliminary trial run of our network experiment in order to recruit a first
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batch of workers who would be likely to know each other and therefore add links.)
• Actively monitor forum discussion of your task. We know that workers discuss tasks on forums.
For some tasks, this can be beneficial; workers might share tips to help others complete your tasks
more efficiently or accurately. In other cases, however, this discussion can be a big problem. This is
particularly true if you are running a behavioral experiment with several different treatments. In these
cases, including a polite request to avoid talking about your task in the task instructions or as part of
the exit interview can be extremely effective, especially if you explain why. However, it is inevitable
that someone will mention your task on the forums anyway, in which case you want to catch this
quickly and shut the conversation down.
• Be careful about assuming independence. The workers who complete your task are not an i.i.d. sample
of all workers on Mechanical Turk. For many applications, this is not a problem. But when coming
up with your research methodology, make sure that you aren’t implicitly assuming independence in a
way that matters.

3.5

Additional Best Practices

I want to close by mentioning a few additional best practices that are crucial for effectively using Mechanical
Turk for research, yet are rarely (if ever) mentioned in the literature. A few are covered in the survey article
of Mason and Suri [44], while some are simply folklore in the crowdsourcing community. Some of these
I learned through experience, and some were passed down to me by Sid Suri and others over the course of
our collaborations. All are a consequence of our common refrain that the crowd is made of people.
The first few tips have to do with cultivating a good relationship with crowdworkers and building a good reputation for yourself as a requester. There are several reasons why this is important. We’ve already discussed
how crowdworkers talk about good and bad requesters on forums. It is also common for crowdworkers to
use tools that allow them to do things like view a requester rating when viewing a task or be notified when
a favorite requester posts a task. Maintaining a good reputation leads to higher interest in your tasks.
• Actively monitor your requester email account and respond to questions. In deciding when to launch
your task, make sure you will be able to set aside enough time to communicate with workers as
needed. This takes some advanced planning, but it is worth it.
• Approve work quickly. Workers are not paid until their work is approved. Approving work quickly
goes a long way towards maintaining a good relationship with workers.
• Avoid rejecting work. Maintaining a high approval rate is very important to workers. Many requesters
only allow workers with sufficiently high approval rates to complete their tasks. Rejecting work from
a well-meaning worker can therefore harm that worker’s chance of earning future income. In general,
work should be rejected only in the most extreme circumstances.
Finally, I’ll mention a few more tips to help your project run smoothly.
• Pilot, pilot, pilot! No matter how carefully you think through the design of your task, your first
implementation probably will not be perfect, especially if you’re doing something novel. Run pilot
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studies on your project collaborators, on your colleagues or students who are not directly involved in
your project, and eventually, on small batches of crowdworkers. (If running an experiment, make sure
to exclude these workers from future iterations of the task.)
• Iterate as many times as needed. It can be time consuming, but it is much better to catch bugs early
rather than discovering them after you’ve fully launched your task.
• Create clear instructions. Pilot your task to collect feedback to make sure that your instructions can be
understood. In some cases, it can make sense to insert quiz questions in the instructions to test worker
comprehension and correct any misunderstandings.
• Create an attractive and easy-to-use interface. This is crucial for both keeping workers engaged and
reducing errors from misunderstandings. Use pilots to test your interface too.
• When appropriate, conduct exit surveys for workers who have completed your task. Find out whether
the instructions were clear, how they approached the task, and if they ran into any potential bugs or
other issues.
For more tips on using Mechanical Turk in your research, take a look at the excellent survey article by Winter
Mason and Sid Suri [44] and the references within. Although this article is targeted at researchers who wish
to use Mechanical Turk for behavioral research, it should be required reading for any task requester. If you’re
interested in getting a workers’ perspective, long-time crowdworker and crowd advocate Kristy Milland has
several related articles and some useful slides from her guest lecture at Penn.12 Finally, check out the
guidelines for academic requesters13 that were posted as part of the Dynamo project [55].
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